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1 INTRODUCTION

2 NPL REFERENCE MATERIALS -A V AILABILITY

The current range of reference materials covers three different v~luls of relative magnetic
permeability measured at a field strength of 10 kA/m; r T

Stainless steel AISI Type 316
Naval brass Type CZl14
Nil Al bronze Type DGS 1043

at appr~x 1.0030
at appr x 1.060
at appr x 1.40

The above values of relative magnetic penneability are depend~nt hn the magnetic field
strength at which they are measured -see Sections 4 and 5. 1 r

Reference materials are available from:-

Magnetics Section
Division of Electrical Science
National Physical Laboratory

Teddington
Middlesex
TWII0LW
United Kingdom.

3 INSTRUMENTS

There are three main types of commercial instruments which cou b~ calibrated using the
NPL reference materials. The magnetic balance type, which co pares the attraction of a
magnet to a series of reference inserts and its attraction to the sp imen under test. This
instrument indicates the range of permeability in which the test sa pIe lies. The two other
types of instrument, which give a continuous scale reading, utilise permanent magnet and
either strain gauge or fluxgate elements to measure the effect of tes materials in contact with
their probes. The last two types usually have a number of range and their linearity over
these ranges is not good. The instruments, therefore, need to be ca~ibrated using a material
of permeability close in value to that which is under test. I I

The magnetic field strength at the tip of the probe of each type of i~ t~ment has been found
to be significantly different. The magnetic field strength at the tip of a particular probe can
be conveniently measured using a Hall effect probe and gaussmet r. I
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3.1 MAGNETIC BALANCE TYPE

The advantages of this type of instrument are:
i) it is quick and easy to use
ii) low cost
ii) useful for examining shaped samples

Figure 1 Magnetic balance instrument.

This instrument is easier to use if placed in a fixed position whilst brinking the standard bar
or material under test up to the tip of the magnet. r

2
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3.2 STRAIN GAUGE TYPE

52

P2=P1S 1

where

Permanent magnet Strain gaugeFluid .filling Output leads

""- Test Specimen

Figure 2 Strain Gauge type instrument.

3
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3.3 FLUXGATE lYPE

This instrument is sometimes supplied with a calibration disc whose value of magnetic
permeability is stated. There are four ranges and an option of a probe designed for fixed
installation only with a x 10 sensitivity for measuring materials with a permeability of less
than 1.01. Experience has shown that it is difficult to calibrate these instruments on all
ranges using the one insert. NPL reference bars can be used directly to calibrate the
instrument, but it is advisable to only use a bar with a magnetic permeability close to that
of the sample under test.

It has been found that by using a non-magnetic jig to hold the probe on this instrument
measurements are easier to make and problems with tilting the probe can be reduced,
particularly at low values of magnetic permeability (Appendix 1).

When using the most sensitive probe with this instrument problems of variations in the
earth's magnetic field can occur, and zeroing can prove difficult. I

I

It has been found that the carrying handle on these instruments can be strongly magnetic and
therefore should not be used close to the measuring probe or the standard bars.

Figure 3 Fluxgate type instrument.
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4 NPL REFERENCE MATERIALS -USE

Figure 4a
Stainless steel

0 H kA/m 120

1.06
Figure 4b
Brass~

1.03

0 H kA/rn 120

1.7
Figure 4c I

NIl AI/Bronz~~r

1.1

120H kA/m0

It is important, therefore, to recognise that different types of com er~ial instrument produce
different field strengths at the tip of their probes. Ideally, the gn~tic field strength at the
tip of each individual probe should be determined as indo at~ in Section 3. The

permeability of the NPL reference material should then be de err ined at that particular

magnetic field strength.
,i:
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At NPL, the relative magnetic permeability of the reference bars can bel measured over the
range of magnetic field strength from 5 kA/m to 120 kA/m using the method described in
clause 3 of BS5884:198~.

I

When using the NPL reference materials to calibrate commercial instrume~ts the probes must
be placed at the centre of the bar and not near the edges or at the ends. It has been found
that when measuring curved surfaces and thin (less than 8 mm t*ck) samples with
commercial instruments a direct comparison cannot be made with the NPL reference
materials. I

The reference bars should be stored in a dry, clean and non-magnetic drea and should be
suitably protected from accidental damage to their surface. 1

It is essential when using the NPL reference materials, or when testing sa~ples, to keep their
surface and the surface of the probe clean and free from any ferromagn~tic contamination.
The area in which the calibration of the instrument is carried out should also be checked to
ensure no magnetic material is present which would interfere with the measurement.
(Ferromagnetic items such as steel screws in workbenches, magnetic door-catches and
contents of drawers under the calibration area should be removed or av ided. A survey of
the area using a small hand magnet is a simple but effective m ans of detecting

ferromagnetic objects).

5 LIMITATIONS

When using NPL reference materials for calibrating magnetic permJability measuring
equipment the following limitations must be considered: l

i) The instrument probes operate at different field strengths to
I that at which the

reference bar may have been measured.

ii) The ferromagnetic content of the test piece may be different to t~at of the reference
bar. Thus although their relative magnetic permeability may bd the same at one
particular field strength it may be different at other magnetic fiel4 strengths.

This problem occurs with all types of permeability measuring iJtruments using a
permanent magnet in the sensing probe. Due to this magnet the ~aterial under test
is being measured at a magnetic field strength much higher than th~ earth's magnetic
field whereas materials of low magnetic permeability normally oPfrate in the earth's
magnetic field. From measurements made on materials so far, thel relative magnetic
permeability is higher in the earth's field than at fields prevailing at the detection
point of sensors (see figures 4a, 4b and 4c). Correlation betw4en permeabilities
measured at these high magnetic field strengths and the values fqr the earth's field
is extremely difficult since the variation in magnetic permeability tith field strength
varies from material to material and even from one batch to anot~er.

In cases where it is required to determine the change in the earth's

~ agnetic field due to the presence of a low permeability magnetic material, consid ration should be

given to methods of measuring such small changes directly (for e mple by using a

fluxgate magnetometer).

ill) It is important to follow manufacturers guidelines on t~e recommended
dimensions of the test piece. -I

iv} Most of the measuring instruments may be used successfully fo~ magnetic sorting
and for looking at differences in permeability over a test piece rat~er than precisely

6
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detennining the value of relative magnetic permeability.,
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